Case Study introducing the CeilBlock CBC110 suspended ceiling coating process.
Client: Eason.

Location: Dublin

Problem:
Faded suspended ceiling tiles. Light levels low.
Action:
RK Coatings trained crew covered all fixtures, fittings and stock
before cleaning the ceiling and applying 2 coats of white CeilBlock
CBC110 by means of an airless spray process, during off peak
hours.
Result:
The coated ceiling shows a dramatic difference with the grids,
speaker and air vent also coated giving the client a clean, bright
working environment.
Savings:
The client saved 65% compared to replacement costs with a guarantee that the ceiling will retain its new look for
as long as a newly fitted ceiling would.

Benefits:
There are many benefits to be gained by having your ceiling tiles sprayed rather than replacing them...
 There will be absolutely no disruption to your business as all work is carried out during your off peak
hours.
 The suspended ceiling coating is carried out in a fraction of the time that it would take to replace the
ceiling tiles.
 It only costs a fraction of the replacement costs to spray suspended ceilings in your choice of colour.
 There is no need to employ additional contractors such as ceiling installation contractors, electricians,
fire alarm engineers, c.c.t.v. engineers etc.
 The spraying process will NOT cause the tiles to stick to the grids.
 Alarms, emergency lighting systems and cameras do not need to be decommissioned while we carry
out the suspended ceiling coating.
 We GUARANTEE that the suspended ceiling will retain its new look for as long as newly fitted ceiling
tiles would.
 The original ceiling tiles are retained and not disposed of as landfill.
 There will be absolutely no disruption whatsoever to your business...Guaranteed!

Call Richard on 085 218 9865 or
Click Here To Get A Quotation For Your Premises

ACE Park Bawnogue Rd., Clondalkin, Dublin 22. Telephone: 01 - 457 9662 Fax: 01 - 457 7458 www.rkcoatings.com

